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Unreliable Marketing Strategies

by Rich Ives

The asshole made me angry and the anger covered me
like a smelly wool coat that would not keep me dry
and made warmth feel like something clammy.
This took place in a country I lived in when
on the other side of this gentleman
there was a desire that tasted like sidewalk.
“I always knew it would end like this,”
my father said, not knowing what it was,
turning it over for a return address.
“Come back! Come back!”
screamed mother wheelchair,
“I’ll hold your oily toast!”
It’s the acting out of the you taking
the me outside for a quick one because
the best way to a thing is the thing itself.
Some inhabitants don’t actually live here,
and so formed a soft scattering of light at dawn,
its darning of the sleepy hay, and its words
came back upon my gift of freedom and held
me to my choices, which could not be seen
as the queen of ghostly cinnamon. At the grocery store
my wire cage held food that only stayed solid and desirable until I ate it.
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